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INCREASE CONSISTENCY
AND ACCURACY OF
WHITES

A New Way to Assess White

THREE NEW INDICES
CREATED TO BETTER
EVALUATE WHITENESS

FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND
TECHNOLOGY

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
ON DEVELOPMENT

White is one of the most commercially used colors and
it has so many variations. White is not just white. This is
something the apparel and footwear industry has
always struggled to manage.

Traditionally there have only been two indices for
measuring white: CIE Whiteness and Tint. Limitations in
available indices cause struggles in achieving the right
shade in development and ongoing production. 

We kept hearing about these challenges from both
brands and suppliers, so the natific engineers created a
solution! Our simplified process for evaluating whites
contains three new indices that complement the
existing two. 

White measurements are uploaded to natific
WhiteWarehouse, an add-on feature of the
ColorWarehouse. Comments are provided so you can
see the exact adjustments needed for your shade of
white.



The new total white difference formula "nWDE" quantifies the total difference between a
white sample vs the standard. The formula includes all  5 of the above listed indices and is
the most robust single metric to evaluate white samples.

nWDE correlates better with visual assessment than any other white difference formula
and ensures that samples match the standard in multiple il luminants (no metamerism).

nWDE is above 1.5 meaning this sample is not a good
visual match to the standard.
Whiteness is too low. By increasing the concentration
of an OBA used, the the sample's whiteness may
increase to fully meet the standard.
Tint is too red and should be adjusted to the greener
side. 
This sample will be metameric under different light
sources. The intrinsic shade is highly dependent on UV
content, and with higher UV content the shade flares
too red.  

Here's an example of how WhiteWarehouse displays your
white results and how you would evaluate these numbers:

New natific Whiteness Indices

natific White Fluorescence Index:  nWF
natific Bluing Index:  nWB
natific Intrinsic Shade Index:  nWIS 

In addition to the two existing CIE formulas
for Whiteness and Tint the three new indices
are:

The natific Whiteness Delta (nWDE)
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Evaluate white by the numbers

Achieve cost and time savings in addition to
higher accuracy and consistency using these
five indices in the natific WhiteWarehouse.



Get Started with WhiteWarehouse

If  not,  sign up at coloraccreditation.com. There you will  find all  of natific's software
subscriptions and certifications available for purchase. 

To get access to natific WhiteWarehouse, you must also have a ColorWarehouse
subscription. Subscribe to both or add WhiteWarehouse to your existing ColorWarehouse
subscription on coloraccreditation.com

Don't hesitate to reach out to us at any time by sending an email  to support@natific.com. 
 We will  be happy to answer any questions you may have and set up a personal
presentation of our Whiteness Solution.

Find out more information about natific products and services at natific.com

Want to know more? Contact us!

Do you already have a natific account?


